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Wellness in your home
Aren’t we all really seeking to slow down, to relax? Arriving home
after a hectic day, casting worries aside and recharging with new
energy. Or relaxing the muscles after a workout and simultaneously
allowing one’s mind to wander. In this way we can prepare ourselves to meet new challenges face-on.
Wellness is not just a fashionable buzzword, but it shows how people
in modern life can again find a balance between stress and relax
ation. And when this is available within one’s own four walls it is beneficial indeed. Then proper relaxation can be effectively and easily
integrated into the everyday life and, moreover, the entire family
can enjoy bathing fun. Let the information on the following pages
provide inspiration for invigorating relaxation.
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Sauna bathing: hot enjoyment
with a long tradition
Early cultures and peoples already appreciated the healthy effects
of sweating. Cultivated by the Finnish people for many centuries, sauna
bathing today enjoys wide popularity. For good reasons: a sauna
session ideally combines the regeneration and relaxation of body and
mind. Firstly, it is a fitness routine for your body, it strengthens the
body’s defences, improves circulation and makes the skin glow. Secondly, the sauna also influences mind and spirit, switches them off,
allows everyday woes to be cast aside. Little wonder therefore that
the tradition of sauna bathing still continues today and enjoys ever
greater popularity. The sheer diversity offered by the sauna in the 21st
century can be discovered and enjoyed with our saunas Origo,
Baleo and Videro. Make the acquaintance of the sauna world of Röger.
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Sauna Origo with outer panelling in Scandinavian spruce and three additional glass elements.
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Sauna Origo: simply more sauna
With the sauna Origo your home is given an inexpensive quality sauna that unites originality
with state of the art sauna enjoyment. We also supply the sturdy cabins in kit form for selfconstruction.
Like all Röger saunas Origo also fulfils the highest demands on workmanship and material. Scan
dinavian spruce contributes to the traditional sauna timber character and ensures an agreeable sauna
climate. The first-class workmanship is evident in many details: solid tongue and groove joints in
wall and roof elements give the cabin permanent stability. The steam barrier and particularly protective insulation retain warmth and humidity within the cabin – and also save energy.
Inside the sauna Origo, the solid bench furnishing in splinter-free Abachi wood guarantees soothing relaxation and the corner lamp provides a magical lighting ambience. And thanks to the sliding
lower bench, convenience does not end at cleaning the cabin. The integrated heater safety grille
promises uninhibited relaxation, shielding the hot heater from inadvertent contact. In addition to
the all-glass door in single-pane safety glass, the modular structure of sauna Origo allows you
the choice of incorporating further glass elements. Up to three additional glass elements can be
installed around corners, to suit your ideas and floor plan.
Available with

Available for

Tepidarium

s elf-construction

(see page 20)

Sauna Origo with inner panelling

Glass elements in sauna Origo

in Scandinavian spruce (with optional extras).

offer m aximum perspectives.
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Genuine Finnish
Spoilt for choice! Our sauna Origo offers a range
of different floor plans. For example, a pentagonal ground plan that fits snugly into a room corner. Or the quadrangular classic, which, with
three optionally panelled outer walls, can also
be installed at the middle of a wall.
But the decision for a ground plan is by no means
the end of the story. Various optional accessor
ies add the final touch to your individual sauna
Origo: how about making the sauna interior
even cosier with coloured lighting? Or increasing

140 x 200 cm

200 x 230 cm

170 x 200 cm

200 x 260 cm

comfort with backrest and headrest? Should the
Tepidarium function additionally allow for milder forms of relaxation? For the exterior you can
choose a useful shelf with three pegs for eyewear, towel or your bathrobe.
When you have decided on the layout of your
sauna Origo, we will deliver it to your home in
kit form for self-construction. With our detailed
assembly instructions, the construction is no
problem for DIYers.

200 x 200 cm

Pentagonal 200 x 200 cm
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1 above – Sauna Origo as pentagonal ground
plan alternative, with glass element.
2 below left – Practical shelf with three pegs
for eyewear, towel and bathrobe.
3 below right – For even more comfort:
backrest and headrest (optional extras).
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Sauna Baleo with outer panelling in hemlock, glazed corner and design controls.
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Sauna Baleo: as individual as yourself
Sauna Baleo offers everything that the sauna fan’s heart desires: it makes itself small enough
to find space in your bathroom; or shows itself spaciously in your private wellness area. And
the optional extra Tepidarium Plus brings your personal well-being climate into your sauna.
With its modular element construction, the high-grade cabin is especially adaptable. Thanks to the
10 cm grid, sauna Baleo can be customized in width and depth to your own room situation. For
example, installed next to a shower it offers generous inner space despite its minimal floor dimensions. The Calero heating system is installed below the benches thereby leaving additional space
and making sauna Baleo the perfect wellness oasis even in small rooms. Calero furthermore enhances
the sauna’s air circulation thereby giving rise to a consistent temperature profile and a particularly
agreeable bathing climate. The flaps, discreetly integrated in the warm air duct, conceals a funnel
for infusions as well as the filling cap and level indicator for the vaporizer. With interior panelling
in Scandinavian spruce, your choice is for the classical sauna look. For a harmonious sauna interior
and a particularly pleasant bathing climate we recommend the wood of the Canadian hemlock –
optimally suited for sauna construction due to its robustness. The glass element designed over the
corner also integrates a glass door without threshold and thus offers endless views. And just how
do you envisage your sauna Baleo?
Available with

Available in Scandinavian

Tepidarium Plus

spruce and hemlock in

(see page 20)

10 cm grid

Sauna Baleo with inner panelling in hemlock, under-bench heating system

The flap allows the infusion

Calero with indirect illumination and colour lighting.

and filling the vaporizer.
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Many sizes – abundant possibilities
For instance, how about Douglas fir with its
unmistakable look? Its pale red, iridescent grain
makes sauna Baleo a real eye-catcher. The
Douglas fir is untreated in the interior and clearly varnished on the exterior. But whether you
choose Scandinavian spruce, hemlock or Douglas fir, sauna Baleo is in any case your very
personal sauna.

The Aerotherm ventilation system developed
by Röger generates healthy air, as an adequate
supply of fresh oxygen is paramount for an allround sauna well-being feeling. Natural air exchange, however, is insufficient and Aerotherm
safely ventilates your sauna cabin without
draughts, and ensures prime air quality and ad
equate oxygen. In a nutshell: more fresh air and
a superior healthy climate.

And for additional features there is virtually no
limit to your creativity. Alongside the glazed
corner, sauna Baleo also offers a glass front for
maximum transparency – one is free to gaze
unhindered
Temperature and air humidity are decisive for
that very personal well-being climate in the
sauna. Sauna Baleo does not compromise here
and is available with Tepidarium Plus. The
sauna session is then always a new and unique
experience.

Aerotherm from Röger secures an adequate supply of oxygen:
incoming air is warmed by the heater, circulates through the sauna
and is discharged outside from the opposite wall.
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1 above – Sauna Baleo with outer panelling in
hemlock and glass front.
2 below left – Sauna Baleo with outer panelling
in Douglas fir.
3 below right – Sauna Baleo with inner panelling in Douglas fir, corner bench and standing
heater Scalio.
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Chic: the shiny white outer panelling gives brilliance to sauna Baleo.
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Splendour for the sauna:
Baleo with outer design panelling Lito
Turn your home into a designer spa using a very
easy system. The outer design panelling Lito
tailors an elegant evening dress in white and
black for sauna Baleo. The black tongue and
groove joints of the shiny white panels produce
an exciting outfit.

A glare-free wooden lamp provides agreeable
lighting. The sauna interior is made even more
captivating with coloured lighting. Changing
colours simply banish everyday cares.

The outer panelling Lito is framed by elements
in hemlock that create a harmonious transition
to the sauna interior. Hemlock is also present in
the frame of the door. The glass door without
threshold makes the overall look especially coherent and is perfectly complemented by the
glass front.
The interior of sauna Baleo also fits the bill
completely and impresses with high-grade inner
panelling and rounded bench mouldings. We
equip all models in this range with wide, two-step
bench furnishing and one stool, facings between the benches, backrests and one headrest
per bathing place.
Sauna Baleo with outer design panelling Lito and glass front
(shown without stool).
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Sauna Videro with glass door without threshold and wall elements in single-pane safety glass in Parsol grey.
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Sauna Videro: for lovely views
Even with limited space it is possible to enjoy a fabulous sauna experience in your own home.
The fact that sauna enjoyment can also look great in small spaces is admirably shown by our
sauna Videro.
The generously dimensioned lateral glass elements and the all-glass door of sauna Videro allow
lots of room to allow looks and thoughts to wander, and they also visually enlarge the interior. This
model has nothing to hide in terms of its design: the sweeping hemlock panels and the rounded
bench in bright Abachi wood give sauna Videro its distinctive appearance. Lights integrated in the
roof and behind the backrests lend the cabin a cosy ambience.
The fact that size is not significant is also shown by the sauna heater Nexus. The compact wallmounted heater adapts ideally to the limited space, provides a congenial sauna climate and also
allows real Finnish infusions.

Available with

158 x 158 cm

158 x 236 cm

236 x 236 cm

Tepidarium Plus
(see page 20)

Sauna Videro with hemlock panels and

Wall-mounted heater Nexus with safety grille and

bench furnishing in Abachi wood.

Olivin sauna stones.
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Interplays of colour expel everyday cares
Life without light is inconceivable. Light’s brightness and colour influence one’s body and state
of mind. Sunlight is seen as one of the best remedies for inner harmony and geniality. Accordingly, a good idea is to integrate coloured light
from Röger, the spectral colours of light, in your
sauna and make your sauna session a comprehensive well-being programme. As a general

rule, the following effects are attributed to colours: red is stimulating, yellow exhilarates and
generates a happy-go-lucky feeling, green is
ideal for relaxing and is soothing, blue broadens
the mind and inspires dreams. Allow the colours
to work on you individually or select an automatic colour change – Röger colour lends your
sauna the idyllic atmosphere you need.

The coloured lighting from Röger is supplied in
two sizes, depending on sauna dimensions, and
in hemlock or spruce.

19

Large coloured light in hemlock.

Small coloured light in spruce.
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Tepidarium heater Legio with aroma dish.

The desired form of bathing is set via the controls 3020
(Tepidarium) or 5020 (Tepidarium Plus).
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Tepidarium: four climate zones in one cabin
Hot and dry or would you prefer warm and humid? With the Tepidarium from Röger you can
enjoy press-button selection of your personal
favourite climate. Finnish sauna, warm air bathing, vital bathing or herb bathing – whatever
takes your fancy. Because the human body reacts so sensitively to different climatic conditions, the atmosphere in your sauna should also
be just as individually acclimatizable to suit you.

Temperature in °C

Transform your sauna into a herb health spa and
let yourself be soothed by the essences of various fragrances: the needles of spruce and pine,
for example, are therapeutic for the respiratory
passages. The bronchial musculature loosens
up and you breathe more freely. Oils from citrus
plants revitalize and energize, rosemary is stimulating and invigorating, and camomile is sooth-

ing for the skin. And speaking of skin: our largest organ is especially grateful for a
non-irritating, mild-humid warm air bath – greater blood flow to the epidermal layers of skin effectively removes impurities.
But whether you opt for the Finnish sauna, the
herb bath, the warm air bath or the vital bath,
they all have one aspect in common: they
strengthen your immune system and thus guard
against colds. Regular sauna sessions effectively train your cardiovascular system. You notice
the difference – newly every day.
Tepidarium:

Tepidarium Plus:

clocked humidity

regulated
h umidity

110
100
90

Finnish sauna
75 – 100 °C
3 – 20%

80
70
60
50

Herb bath
50 – 70 °C
35 – 55%

Warm air bath
40 – 60 °C
10 – 30%

Vital bath 50 – 55 °C 25 – 55%

40

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Humidity in %
Temperature and humidity can be combined with the Tepidarium so that much milder forms of bathing are possible in addition to the typical hotdry sauna climate. Tepidarium Plus offers ultimate precision: the volume of humidity required in the cabin is regulated reliably and precisely by
a humidity sensor.
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1 Standing heater Scalio.
2 Wall-mounted heater Nexus.
3 Wall-mounted heater Legio.
4 Under-bench heater Calero.

1

2

3

4
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Sauna heaters that gladden the mind
and warm the heart
Only a suitable heater turns a sauna into a wellbeing sauna, which is why we place great value
on our sauna heaters. Consequently, guaranteeing the electrical safety and quality of all Röger
heaters goes without saying for us.
The standing heater Scalio convinces alone by
its imposing physique. Its torso in anthracitecoloured sheet steel presents itself in subtle interaction with the stone basket and the pedestal in stainless steel. The Scalio heater’s 20 kg of
original Finnish sauna stones ensure intensive
infusions.
Much more compact in contrast are our wallmounted heaters. Particularly the sauna heater
Nexus integrates snugly into even the smallest
sauna ground plan. Both wall-mounted models –

Nexus and Legio – are manufactured in highgrade, polished stainless steel and come with a
stone holder and sauna stones.
Our under-bench heater Calero is not only practical for families with small children, but also
to utilize smaller rooms optimally. Here, the hot
sauna heater is safely and space-savingly concealed under the bench furnishing. Warm air
flows into the cabin through the warm air duct
and generates an outstanding, evenly distrib
uted temperature configuration and a beneficial
climate. With this heater type infusions are no
problem and are carried out via an infusion flap
integrated in the warm air duct.
Regardless of what model you choose – all are
available as Sauna or Tepidarium heater.
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Convenient and easy to use:
our sauna controls
In order to precisely control your well-being we
equip your sauna with state of the art technology.
All our Sauna and Tepidarium controls are VDEtested (German Engineering Certificate) and are
smart to look at besides. The white housing goes
well with all sauna outer panellings.
The sauna control 3010 and the Tepidarium control 3020 impress with their user-friendly handling. You simply select the desired temperature
or bathing climate and, within a short time, the
cabin is ready to welcome you. Thanks to the
practical time preselection, you can plan your
sauna session 24 hours in advance. The controls
5010 for sauna and 5020 with humidity sensor

for Tepidarium Plus offer additional useful functions. You can read off the actual temperature
and humidity figures in the cabin. The illuminated display enables the controls to be easily used
even during low lighting in your wellness oasis.
And to make things very cosy in your sauna, the
interior lighting can be dimmed as you wish.
The design alternative exemplifies the less is
more philosophy. Its slim housing nestles elegantly on any surface without jeopardizing the
smart technology inside in any way. The design
alternative is available for all control models.
Röger controls allow for carefree enjoyment of
your sauna session.

25

Control 3010.

Design alternative: the compact, smart control.

Control 5010 with illuminated display.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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One principle reigns over all: quality
The workmanship, construction and materials
used exert a decisive influence on the quality of
a sauna. After all, woods are not all the same.
Depending on function – whether bench or wall
panelling – different woods are suitable. The
steadily growing wood of the Canadian hemlock
has little resin, few knots and is long-lasting. It
radiates warmth extremely uniformly and thereby gives rise to a superior sauna climate. Like
Scandinavian spruce, it is used for wall and roof
elements. The decision between hemlock or
spruce is also a question of taste. Spruce’s character is much more vibrant. Douglas fir generates that original sauna aura. Its reddish, wiry
grain lends the sauna a rustic character. For interiors we use untreated Douglas fir, whereas
for outer panelling a clear varnish is applied. Your
sauna is given a highly modern look with the
outer design panelling Lito. Its shiny white panels can be chosen for the outside panelling of
sauna Baleo.
Such criteria are also endorsed by independent experts: the saunas Baleo and Videro leave our plant
bearing the seal of the RAL Quality Society for Sauna
Construction. So that you can rest fully assured.

1 Spruce, inside and out.

2 Hemlock, inside and out.

3 Douglas fir, inside.

4 Douglas fir, varnished,
exterior.

5 White glossy panels, exterior.
6 Abachi, benches.
7 Mortise and tenon joint with
double groove.

8 Wall construction.

For the bench furnishing, we use the splinter-free
softwood Abachi. This well-proportioned, ra
diant wood hardly conducts heat at all. Therefore it does not become hot to touch. We don’t
make any compromises whatsoever when it
comes to the quality of our materials. All our timber is air and chamber-dried. This virtually rules
out the formation of cracks.
The same care goes into the construction of our
saunas. For example, particularly high stability
is guaranteed by the mortise and tenon joint in
our framework timbers with double groove.
And to keep the warmth where it belongs, efficacious heat insulation in mineral wool and a
steam barrier in aluminium are part and parcel
of the wall elements.
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Infrared: gentle warmth for
your well-being
After a winter walk in chilly dampness or icy frost, the body just
craves warmth. A fleecy blanket around one’s legs or a cup of
steaming tea are two ways of getting warmed up. A particularly
beneficial and relaxing alternative is an infrared cabin from Röger.
Here we make use of patented lava-sand radiation technology,
whose warmth gently permeates the body. It is an uncomplicated
way of relieving tensions. Installed behind one’s back, the heaters
are especially effective in this area. And for your personal warm wellbeing we now offer ThermoSens – a system that regulates the
optimal thermal output. For everyone seeking regular heat therapy,
an infrared cabin from Röger is a first-class idea.
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Infrared cabin Soleto Okto with ThermoSens on the right seat.
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Infrared Cabin Soleto:
the warming addition to your home
Mild infrared heat to positively influence back complaints and improve one’s general well-
being: infrared cabins from Röger completely fulfil such requirements and furthermore are
suitable for any living space.
The infrared cabin Soleto perfectly combines function and good looks. Its construction with liberal
glass elements in Parsol grey make Soleto’s interior unobscured and spacious. Ergonomically Röger
design moulded armrests and movable backrests provide gracious comfort during sessions in the
cabin. The heaters located in the floor and the radiation elements in the front area provide agree
able all-round warmth in your infrared cabin. The towel holder inside the cabin is a practical addition. All models have low temperature infrared radiators for the back region. The patented lava-sand
technology generates a uniform output of heat to your body. For extra satisfaction we give a lifelong warranty on the ceramic infrared heating elements. Enter to perfect relaxation!

Available for

Soleto Okto: 141 x 112 cm

s elf-construction

The infrared back radiators with specially developed reflector geometry give
a uniform application of heat to the back.
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A characteristic of all models is their bright and
friendly appearance in spruce, that integrates
well in any room.
The fact that infrared cabins do not release
moisture simplifies the choice of location as does
the small space requirement of the cabin: the
model for one person, Soleto Uno, needs no
more than 0.9 m² of your valuable dwelling space.

A standard 230 V power point is adequate for
problem-free installation. Moreover, with a heat
output up to 1,540 W, the Soleto Uno consumes
less electricity than a conventional hairdryer.
The touch-sensitive, user-friendly control panel
displays all programmes and settings simply and
rapidly during the session in the cabin. Choose
one of the recorded programmes or your own

Infrared in confined space – all around the home

1
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favourite programme. In the Soleto Duo both
seats can also be individually controlled.

Soleto Uno:

Soleto Duo:

115 x 80 cm

128 x 115 cm

Full spectrum sunlight, LED coloured light,
aroma bath and an integrated MP3 player make
every infrared session a well-being delight
for all the senses and will come as a standard
already.

1 Model Soleto Uno: the big-hearted addition to small rooms.
2 Infrared cabin Soleto Duo: warmth for two.
3 Control for Röger infrared cabins with card reader and music data.
4 Coloured light and loudspeakers: LEDs conjure up alternating
moods, also to your favourite music.

2

3

4
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Infrared radiator with integrated skin temperature measurement

The sensors measure the temperature of the skin surface and heat

ThermoSens.

output is regulated accordingly.

For the sake of your skin: ThermoSens
Our skin is a resourceful yet sensitive organ: it
protects us from environmental effects, regulates our body heat balance and transmits emotions as sensory organ. Reason enough to give
it our greatest attention. To make the infrared
radiation on the body in our cabins as benign
and even as possible, ThermoSens was developed.
ThermoSens is a regulating system where the
temperature sensors integrated in the infrared
radiators measure the skin temperature of your
back. This occurs contact-free throughout the
entire infrared session. On the basis of the measurements, the heat intensity is regulated fully
automatically according to your skin temperature.

ThermoSens control offers you three temperature variations. You set your preferred temperature range, from soft via medium up to intensive, specifically depending on your individual
heat sensitivity. Then you start ThermoSens
and the system first measures your prevailing skin
temperature. The temperature selected is then
moderately reached in several stages. And during this process the skin temperature is measured permanently, so that the system can adjust
the volume of heat released. This moderate increase guarantees that the skin adapts gradually
and becomes accustomed to the increasing
heat stimulation.
With ThermoSens the intensity of infrared radiation adapts better to the body of each individual
user, thus ensuring customized well-being.

35

Releases tensions and helps with back pain: infrared cabins from Röger are your personal well-being programme.
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Craftsmanship with passion
Founded as a carpentry workshop for building materials and furniture
in 1947 in Schwäbisch Hall, Röger began building saunas in the 1950s
under its founder Karl Röger. Very soon, this became the core business and the company established itself as a quality supplier of saunas.
Comfort, safety and economy are the cornerstones on which we have
built our work from the outset. Today, our goal is to provide you
with uncomplicated products and services, which are pleasing to you
in every situation. Our philosophy is based on solid and reliable
quality hand-in-hand with an excellent price-performance ratio. We
invite you to see for yourself!
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We love quality. Guaranteed
In an everyday life characterized by worldwide
networking and escalating complexity, periods
of rest and refreshment are harder to carve
out, yet ever more important. With quality highgrade products it is our wish to fulfil your need
for relaxation.
We have been building saunas for over 50 years,
reinvesting the profits into the company and
refining the process and construction.
Alongside supreme product quality, competent
advice for our customers has utmost priority. At
Schwäbisch Hall and many other locations, we
are at your service for comprehensive advice and
your questions. Under www.roeger-sauna.de
you will find the Röger sales point in your area.

We also place great value on dependable and
streamlined customer service. Please call us and
our service team will take care of your requirements.
Our experienced employees, their professional
expertise and commitment, are the basis of our
competence. As a company that trains apprentices, investment in the future is also important:
we uphold our sustainability concept in many
other fields, for example in materials procurement and use of resources. This is our commitment as a family-managed company.
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Managing Director Phillip Rock (left) represents the company. Andreas Röger (right) is already the third generation of the Röger family on the
Board of Management.

Phone
Fax
E-mail
Web

07977 73 - 0
07977 73 - 10
info@roeger-sauna.de
www.roeger-sauna.de
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